Product | Derrick Crane:We manufacture derrick crane from capacity of 25 Tones, 30, 40, 50
& 60 Tones.

Technical Details:
The Jib, Column and Tie Members are made of welded M. S. Angles.
Hydraulic Thruster Brakes are provided for both the Hook and the Jib
movements.
The pulleys are mounted with special heavy duty Bearings.
The Platform of the Winch rotates on Special Thrust Bearing.
Rotation of Derrick Crane takes place with the help of a Reduction
Gearbox and a Chain of Gears.

Product | Wiresaw Machine:Good luck Wiresaw machine made with capacity to cut flush
with the quarry face and also has the abiity to out an any level,
vertical, inclined or horizontal. This machine facilitate the mining
& dressing of marble blocks.
Independent Control Panel.
Rack rails in 6 feet.
Equipped with 1 H.P., D.C. speed.
Machine through worm wheel.
Supply machines 20/40/60 H.P.
800MM - Aluminimum Casting Wheel.
790MM - Computerized Tested Alignment.

Product | LD4 Drilling:This machine is used for drilling in quarry. It can drill both vertical
and horizontal.
Easy to anchor, transport.
Minimum horizontal 50mm.
Supply for different bores.

Product | Lorsan Rubber Ring:We manufacture long life natural & high grade rubber ring used
in different marble & granite mining machines & industries.

Product | Wiresaw Wheel:High quality Aluminium raw material with latest techniques
manufacturing & process as per industry requirement.

Product | Rubber Air Bag:This machine used to seprate the marble block which is having all
side wire saw cut faces. It used to separate the block from the basic
rock, providing a minimum opening of 45 cm. at the top.
More efficiency in less time.
Works on air through panel.
Available in all standard sizes.

Product | Hydraulic Jack:-

Design by

Interface Studio

Small compact but very powerful can move large sections of
marble or granite rocks easily smoothly. It is conveniently light
and mobile. Belying its size, it has a 140 Ton jacking power. The
plant is useful for both construction and demolition work.
2 ways hydraulic sealers.
Safety valve on return.
Capacity - 300 Mt.
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